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Abstract— The aim of work is to study the differences in the perception of the different level, different age group people has the 

different perception, different occupational people has their different perception about the relationship, this we were find while 

collecting data from the people. Every individual as the different perception about different kind of relationship due to the 

difference in gender (male female), culture also plays important role for the perception about relationship are also different. We 

got all this information through collection of data. The finding extended earlier studies and provide more insight into the 

relationship between age, relationship quality, professional environment etc. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Adults have a lot different motivations to become parents, 

work with young people professionally, or otherwise develop 

and sustain relationships with them. However, few of these 

motivations are as strong as our perception: If we see 

children and youth as needing or wanting us in any way, we 

can pretty much justify creating, fostering, and sustaining 

relationships with young people. 

 

Over the years we have reflected a lot of us perceptions of 

young people. We have critically deconstructed our actions 

and assumptions in many ways. We have also worked with 

others to reflect on their perceptions of young people, too. By 

doing this we have seen five distinct perceptions of people 

and youth emerge. 

 

PERCEPTIONS OF YOUTH 

 

Apathy – The first perception of youth is apathy. Apathy 

occurs when adults deliberately choice to be indifferent 

toward young people. 

Pity – This perception of youth represents a completely top-

down perspective by adults towards young people. 

Sympathy – Perceiving youth with sympathy it can be 

alluring to adults. It allows adults to give to children and 

youth what they apparently cannot acquire for themselves, 

whether material, time, money, or otherwise. 

Empathy – Reciprocity is at the core of an empathetic 

perception of young people. This viewpoint allows adults to 

see young people in a more equitable way by identifying that 

they are receiving something as well as giving it. 

Solidarity – From a perception that does not differentiate 

between youth and adults there can be complete solidarity.  

 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

1. To study different relationship 

2.  To study causes, effect of bad & good relationship 

3.  To study effect on relationship from other sources 

 

HYPOTHESIS: 

 

NULL :  Our perception is  that youth get affected by the 

surrounding they stay like proffestional, marriage 

people,individual,etc.  

 

ALTERNATIVE: Our perception is that youth don't get 

affected by the surrounding they stay like professional, 

marriage people, individual,ect. 

 

LIMITATION/PROBLEM: 

1. No proper respond while collecting the data 

2. Lack of knowledge 

3. Improper content 

4. Lack of time 

INDIVIDUAL ROLE: 

 Male Female Total 

Yes 31 36 67 

No 12 21 33 

Total 43 57 100 

 

Table no.1 

From the above table we can see that the individual role plays 

a important role in the thinking as we can see that in total 

67of the individual say that there is a difference in the 
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perceptions of relationship and 33 of the of the total say that 

there is no difference in it. 

 

CAUSES OF GOOD RELATIONSHIP: 

 

 Male  female Total 

NO STRESS 15 19 34 

RISK OF 

DEPRESSION 

07 14 21 

EXTROWORD 10 06 16 

LESS SELFISH 10 10 20 

FELL INVISIBLE 03 06 09 

TOTAL 45 55 100 

Table no.2 

 

In the above table we can seen that 5 causes are being listed 

of the good relationship and we asked people to rate as per 

they want and it is being seen that if good relationship lead to 

the no stress we can see in table and being low rated to the 

feel invisible only 9. 

 

CAUSES OF BAD RELATIONSHIP: 

 

 Male Female Total 

Trying to improve 

him/her 

10 9 19 

Finding fault in 

there fame 

21 10 14 

Avoiding fighting 06 23 29 

Being 

melodramatic 

04 18 22 

spying 01 15 16 

Total 25 67 100 

Table no.3 

 

We can see from the table that the data which is being 

collected from the 100 people is saying that 29 people is 

maximum ,which is avoiding fighting and the lowest is 

14people ,which is finding fault in there fam. 

 

EFFECT OF BAD RELATIONSHIP: 

 

 Male Female Total 

Substance abuse 04 06 10 

Heart disease 04 09 13 

Mental health 08 10 18 

Alcohol 09 19 28 

Depression 17 14 31 

Total 42 58 100 

Table no. 4 

In the above table we can seen that 5 effect  are being listed 

of the bad relationship and we asked people to rate as per 

they want and it is being seen that if bad relationship lead to 

the more of depression ,we can see in table  low rated to the 

substance abuse only 10. 

 

MEASURES: 

 Male Female  Total  

Care  24 33 57 

Consoling  19 24 43 

Total  43 57 100 

Table no.5 

 

The measures calculated was care and counseling in which 

57 people were in favor of care and rest with counseling. 

which say that the person who has being in bad relationship 

effect need of more care and counseling which willed made 

them to look forward. 

 

MINDSET OF PEOPLE CHANGE AFTER 

MARRIAGE: 

 Male  Female  Total  

Yes  24 36 60 

No  19 21 40 

Total  43 57 100 

Table no.6 
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In which 24 male agree and 36 female agree on this that the 

people do change there thinking and way seeing things after 

marriage. And very less people agree that it do not change. 

 

ESSENTIAL IN GOOD RELATIONSHIP: 

 

 Male  Female  Total  

Changing parent 

mindfulness 

08 11 19 

Child 

management 

skills 

07 12 19 

Relationship 

quality 

27 35 62 

Total  42 58 100 

Table no.7 

 

In which 62 people were saying “relationship quality “and 

rest 38 were in favour of “changing parent mindfulness & 

child management skills”. Which says that there is an 

essential “relationship quality” for a good relationship? 

 

TRADITIONAL THINKING: 

 Male  Female  Total  

Yes  24 44 68 

No  18 14 32 

Total  42 58 100 

Table no.8 

 

From the above table we have seen that 68  people have 

agreed that there is a change in the traditional thinking .they 

are being marching towards the modernisation of the youth, 

the restriction are now to a limitation and lead to a freedom . 

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT: 

 Male  Female  Total  

Yes  22 39 61 

No  21 18 39 

Total  43 57 100 

Table no.9 

 

We can see that there is an effect of the professional 

environment in the relationship. but at what cost it is 

effecting and to how many people it is affecting we have seen 

and it is being shown in the tabular form above .this table say 

that 61 people do get affected by the professional 

environment(work load, timing,ect)and rest 39 people say it 

is not affecting. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

we had conducted this research to know the “perception of 

the youth about relationship”, what they think about the 

relationship like grand-parent,parent,brother-sister,daugther-

son,uncle-aunty,girlfriend-boyfriend,etc& do they get 

affected by the surrounding they stay like 

groups,family,professional,after marriage, an individual,etc 

do all this thing affect in the perception of the youth. Does 

good or bad relationship with friends, family, relatives, etc 

affect the perception of youth and if it affect the youth than at 

what extend it get affected. 

 

After conducting the research we lead to know whether know 

that “do surrounding affect the youth in there thinking ,way 

of expression, way of communication, habits, etc”.from this 

we also lead to know many type of perception of youth like 

Apathy, Pity, Sympathy ,Empathy, Solidarity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


